
Conditions

1. Same vowel, match language (exact)

            wib                   wib

2. Same vowel, mismatch language (adjacent)

       ˇSib, wiT wib

3. Different vowel, match language (non-adjacent)

  w√ b       wib

4. Different vowel, mismatch language (baseline)*

 ˇS√ b, w√ T  wib
*Important: Positional consonant overlap

between training and test was equivalent in
all 4 conditions. The crucial manipulation is
whether the initial and final consonants co-
occurred. No participant heard the same
target in more than one condition.

Results
-Experiment 1: Implicit

Listeners ARE sensitive to non-adjacent segmental
dependencies in an implicit task

     RTs in condition 3 < RTs in condition 4

Facilitation as a function of training has a sublexical or
segmental locus

METHOD
•Two blocks of spoken stimuli were presented, study & test

•Participants shadowed stimuli in the study block

•Responses in test block were measured as a function
 of what was presented during training

•Experiment 1: Implicit
    -Participants also shadowed stimuli at test
     -DV: RTs to shadow stimuli

•Experiment 2: Explicit
    -Participants were told before the test that the stimuli
      they had heard during training were generated
      according to sound-based rules and were asked to
      identify whether the stimuli in the test block came from
      the same or different language as in the training block
     -DV: Percent same language responses

•Experiment 3: Implicit with additional training
    -Same as Experiment 1 except the procedure was
      repeated four times, twice on the 1st day and twice the
      following day
     -DV: RTs to shadow stimuli in Day 2 test blocks

CVC Structures
Language 1              Language 2

a X d                  a X e
b X e                  b X f
c X  f                  c X d

         a =   /j/     b = /ˇS/    c = /w/
         d = /T/      e = /S/      f = /b/

          X = i e AI √ oI o U Œ’

Procedure

•Listeners heard CVC nonwords in two blocks
•Block 1-Training: 120 trials
•Block 2-Test:          24 trials
 -12 match language:         6 same vowel, 6 diff. vowel
 -12 mismatch language:    6 same vowel, 6 diff. vowel
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ABSTRACT
We investigated the learning of non-adjacent segmental dependencies in adult speech
perception. Following previous research examining dependencies at a grammatical level
(Gomez, 2002), we manipulated the co-occurrence of non-adjacent phonological segments within
a spoken syllable.  Each listener was exposed to consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) nonword
(NW) stimuli produced by one of two phonological grammars.  Both languages contained the
same adjacent dependencies between the initial CV and final VC sequences but differed on the
co-occurrences of initial and final Cs.  Two blocks of stimuli were presented to listeners, a training
block and a test b lock.  Participants’ repeated the stimuli in both blocks and their learning of non-
adjacent dependencies was evaluated by examining their reaction times to repeat the stimuli in
the test as a function of what was presented in training.  During the test b lock, participants heard
(1) old NWs on which they had been trained (complete CVC overlap), (2) new NWs sharing
adjacent dependencies with the NWs on which they had been trained (either CV or VC
overlap), (3) new NWs sharing non-adjacent dependencies with the NWs on which they had
been trained (initial and final C overlap), and (4) new NWs sharing neither adjacent nor non-
adjacent dependencies with the NWs on which they had been trained (either initial C or final C
overlap only).  The results provide evidence that listeners are sensitive to non-adjacent
segmental dependencies in the perception of spoken language.  In particular, participants were
faster to repeat NWs with the non-adjacent dependencies from the phonological grammar on
which they had been trained than those from the grammar on which they had not been trained.  A
second experiment demonstrated that this facilitative effect was not due to the explicit recognition
of the non-adjacent dependencies.  In a third experiment, we evaluated whether more extensive
training with the NW stimuli would lead these NWs to become lexicalized and, if so, what role non-
adjacent segmental dependencies would play in lexicalized stimuli.  In particular, we asked
whether the previous effect of facilitation would now manifest itself as inhib ition, presumably due
to the competition between lexicalized items sharing non-adjacent segmental dependencies.
The results add to our understanding of the role that non-adjacent segmental dependencies play
in the perception of spoken language and to the types of changes that are possib le in adult
speech perception.

-Experiment 2: Explicit

Listeners use adjacent but not non-adjacent segmental
dependencies in this explicit task

% same responses in condition 3 = chance

-Experiment 3: Implicit with additional training

Previous Research
•Gomez (2002):

Exposed listeners to 3-element strings, such as:
pel        kicey        jic

Each string was a member of one of two artificial languages

Both languages contained the same adjacent dependencies
(i.e., pel        kicey; kicey         jic)

Participants could only distinguish between the languages by
acquiring nonadjacent dependencies (i.e., between pel  & jic)

Participants were sensitive to the nonadjacent dependencies
when there was a large variety of intervening strings between
the initial and final strings

•Newport & Aslin (2004):

Recently found sensitivity for nonadjacent segments in 3
segment frames under explicit instructions

•Present study:

In the present study, we examined listeners’ sensitivity to non
adjacent Cs in CVC nonword strings in an implicit task
(Experiment 1) and in an explicit task (Experiment 2)

We also investigated whether more extensive training over the
course of more than one day would result in the lexicalization
of the nonwords (Experiment 3; see Gaskell & Duman, 2003)

If so, facilitative effects should become inhibitory effects due
to competition between the now lexicalized nonwords

Conclusion
The present study provides new evidence regarding the on-
line perception of nonadjacent segmental dependencies.
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Results replicate facilitative  pattern of Experiment 1

     RTs in condition 3 < RTs in condition 4
No evidence that items with nonadjacent segmental
overlap became lexicalized in this experiment
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